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Brokers need the most effective ways to generate business. Without a consistent 
and steady flow of leads, agents will have inconsistent sales productivity. Follow 
the tips in this guide to help you and your agents maximize buyer and seller leads.

Website—the marketing nucleus of your brokerage
A website is the starting point for buyers and sellers to find you online. Your website provides an opportunity 

for potential buyers and sellers to engage with your brokerage with the relevant information they need 

throughout the real estate process. More importantly, your website allows you and your team access to the 

activities of potential buyers and sellers, capture leads, and start to manage them through a Customer 

Relationship Management platform. 

Mobile content optimization
Buyers and sellers are accessing more content on mobile smartphones and tablets than any other device, 

including personal computers. Website content and property listings should be optimized for easy viewing on 

any type of screen format, including mobile devices. If a website or listing is hard to read on a mobile device, 

the buyer or seller will move on to a different broker. Make sure your website platform or service provider can 

optimize content for mobile devices or personal computers. Mobile optimization helps ensure customers will 

engage with your brokerage no matter where they are.  

Paid search optimization
The best ads will appear in the best position with search engines—it’s that simple. That means the ads will 

show up on the first page and near the top. Any other position is a lost opportunity to make an impression and 

capture a lead through your website. Creating and optimizing your paid search ads is a crucial step in 

generating more leads for your agents. Paid search ads approaches are valuable tools for branding and raising 

awareness with your audience. But it’s also crucial to have the right ad copy with the right messages and a 

website that engages a buyer or seller. If paid search ads don’t give a broker the best position, money is 

wasted and buyers may miss that critical listing.

Blogging
Blogging is a simple tactic to help grow your business. Search engines like Google are programmed to identify 

and rank new content all the time. When search engines rate a blog and website highly, the website has a 

better chance of getting discovered. And buyers and sellers will return to a broker’s website if it’s easy to find 

and made a positive impression. 

Agents should contribute to blogs to gain online exposure and demonstrate their knowledge and expertise. 

Agents only have to write a handful of short blogs each month. Those blog posts will improve your site’s 

ranking with Google and Bing, giving buyers and sellers a better opportunity to find and engage with the site. 

The number of topics that agents can blog about is only limited by imagination.  Neighborhood events, little 

league sports, property values, leading local employers, gardening tips, school ratings, and home 

improvement tips are just some of the topics that any agent can write two or three paragraphs about every 

month. Over time these individual blogs provide a tremendous amount of search engine fuel that help buyers 

and sellers find agents.   

Facebook
Facebook is a powerful lead generation platform for brokers to reach sellers and buyers in targeted 

markets—when used properly. Brokers can use Facebook to generate leads for agents in two ways. The first is 

to create a business page which effectively extends the brokerage website. The Facebook page is perfect to 

share listings, community news, local market conditions, and blogs. Facebook also provides brokers with 

powerful advertising opportunities. Facebook ads can be targeted to specific geographies and users that fit 

certain demographics and stated areas of interest. The ads can highlight specific listings or be general ads to 

create awareness. Flexibility with Facebook is important when you want to connect with local markets and 

advertise properties.    

Craigslist
Craigslist is one of the most popular consumer websites—especially for real estate. Brokers can increase lead 

flow for agents by advertising properties for sales in specific markets, and linking them back to their website 

or listings. When ads are created from a central marketing platform, it’s also easy to track the number ad views 

and click-throughs from a Craigslist post. Leads can find a listing on Craigslist and click directly to the MLS 

listing hosted on the broker website. Those visitors can then be converted to leads! Website visitors should be 

encouraged to submit a form to learn more about the listing, which speeds up agent/broker response time.  

MLS integration with your website 
Brokers can generate more leads by powering a real estate website with an Internet Data Exchange (IDX) feed 

that automatically displays all MLS listings for the preferred area. IDX allows visitors to easily search and view 

properties without leaving your site, and you can capture and respond to these leads quickly—giving you a 

competitive edge in a local real estate market.

Bringing it all together—manage everything from one platform
Brokers can turbocharge these seven lead-generation strategies with a centralized system that manages all of 

the channels, as well as tracking prospects throughout the buying and selling process. The ability to do it all 

with one system will improve productivity and help agents focus their time on what they do best—making 

sales!  

7 Ways Brokers Can Generate More Leads
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